FINNISH LAPPHUNDS
BIRMINGHAM NATIONAL MAY 11th 2011
This was my first CC appointment in this breed
Thank you for a very nice entry. Unfortunately due to the time of year a good many dogs
were out of coat or lacking undercoat.
Puppy Dog (2) 1. Pashley & Morrison Elbereth Miskakarhu ten months tri coloured puppy
who showed very well, attentive to handler. Well proportioned head, with a dark eye and
filled muzzle and correct mouth. Excellent coat a little wavy at present. Moved soundly, just
a little close behind BP
2. Grimmett’s Thistleglen Duke of Wychewolf Tri puppy good skull muzzle a little long and
narrow, teeth on the small side. Good balance and size not as mature as number one and
moved a little close in the rear. Good coat texture.
Junior Dog (2) 1.Mowatt, Lecibsin Salo of Tabanyaruu ( Imp Fin) Very showy tri attentive to
handler, he is still maturing and this, applies to his head and skull, the proportions are
correct. Lovely expression good dentition Good balance and proportions, medium bone,
held level topline on the move lovely coat profuse tail. Moves true and steadily. 2.Elbereth
Miskakarhu.
Post Graduate Dog (9) 3a 1. Lecibsin Salo of Tabanyaruu 2.Robinson’s Oberitz Rumpali
Brown and white of very balanced proportions for the breed medium bone, lovely
expression. Coat of excellent texture but lacking coat length today. Could move out more,
lovely proportions to head with excellent small ears and typical soft expression, good
prospect.3. Green’s Gillesta Just Elliott.
Limit Dog (4) 2a 1. Stanley’s Iolair Markku brown tri, good proportions, medium bone ,
could have a little more front angulation, moved soundly. Liked his head and expression,
good tailset and kept topline on the move. Coat correct texture .2.G oddard’s Elbereth
Maunu at Bludayle a larger caste of male, tri coloured coat, strong head , dark eye, well off
for bone a little wayward in his movement until he settled. Good coat texture.
Open Dog (3) Mills Pageant Aubenedict ShCM Red sable with an excellent coat in very good
order. Like his balance, he has a strong head ,dark eye , good dentition, small ears that are
correctly set on. He moved out, in tune with his handler, never putting a foot wrong .
Topline level and kept on the move, tail well set on, excellent well padded feet with sloping
pasterns , matching angulation front and rear. Good spring of rib and body depth. CC and
BOB. Shortlisted in the Group. 2.Stanleys Ivydale Aamukaste very good for type, well
balanced strong head ,small ears. Good bone , well sprung ribs and correct front. Coat of
correct texture. Feet turn out slightly and a little close in the hock but moved soundly. 3.
Lloyds Arianrhod Kirrin kurri

Veteran Dog (1) Oberitz Oivallus (RE-IMP) Tri , very good head and expression smaller caste
dog with good bone. Nine years but still moves soundly belying his age. In good coat of
correct texture. Good balance height to length. Well muscled. good tail set keeps his level
topline, never stops showing . RCC

Puppy Bitch (2) 1a 1. Bell’s Elbereth Kaikki Meille Allforus Black tri ten months a well
trained showgirl. Lovely head and expression, dark eye, good mouth. Moves soundly ,in
tune with her handler. Not as mature as the male puppy.
Junior Bitch (4) 1. Elbereth Kaikki Meille Allforus 2. Treasure’s Infindigo Riemu Emmi Wolf
Sable maturing nicely although still a little narrow throughout. Head is coming she has good
dentition and good overall proportions to her body. Excellent coat texture correct balance
well muscled body and very attentive. 3. Horan’s Millermead Ruhtinatar at Fulaluv .
Post Graduate Bitch (6) 1. Drakes Marymead Moulin Rouge, Brown Wolf Sable of excellent
breed type . Head with broad skull small ears placed correctly not upright, and excellent
skull to muzzle proportions with defined stop. Compact body with good spring of rib
Matching angulation front and rear with desired forechest Moved soundly with drive on
strong muscled legs. Well let down hocks, lovely profuse coat, showed all out RCC 2. Allison
Oberitz Silmanillo Wolf Sable another of excellent type and proportions. Head not as mature
as number 1 but correctly proportioned and lovely expression Very good balance to body
matching angulation front and rear.Coat profuse of correct texture could move round the
ring effortlessly. 3.Head’s Millermead Quartz Crystal JW
Limit Bitch (5) 1a 1.Allison’s Oberitz Marimekko Brown/White Alert expression with good
head shape, good mouth Lovely type with a profuse coat Liked her balance and movement
very good angulation and again from this kennel a very good mover. 2. Moore’s Morval Fire
Foxi Another very nice bitch, coat a rich dark brown . Correct body proportions in very good
condition moved very well, just preferred head of one. 3. Drake Millermead Dove of Peace
to Marymead.
Open Bitch (6) 1. Head Ir. CH Millermead Nordic Breeze ShCM Wolf Sable Lovely head
correctly proportioned with width between the correctly set on small ears Her eye is a
medium soft brown harmonizing with her coat colour. Body to height correct with a good
spring of rib and desired strength overall. High set tail carried well, kept topline on the
move. Strong well let down hocks with good muscle tone , moved with a lightness and
cadence to her stride. Pleased to award her third CC. 2. Allisons Oberitz Rillumarei Tri
Lovely correctly proportioned head. Mobile ears which are small and set at the correct
angle. Smaller than number one but correctly proportioned with adequate strength and
bone. Good spring of rib . Moved soundly and effortlessly as if she could go all day.
3.Bradley ‘s Blairswolf Tulikki of Ruddyduck.

Veteran Bitch (4) 1. Coopers Elbereth Apina at Pavoskas Tri Another veteran not showing
her age Head has a sweet expression it could be stronger and she is sound and enthusiastic.
She is in very good condition and she showed very well to win this class. 2. Mowatt’s
Tabanranyu Sisko Tri Muzzle a little long for correct balance . Coat very profuse shows all
out and moves with drive and enthusiasm She is very sound and has a good body
proportions. 3. Lucas Curdeleon Ilamitar
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